
10.2. Studying “The proper study of mankind” properly

Our ancestors, the 19th century ones, looked with newly found evolutionary eyes on the prominent 
traits of apes and humans – humans walked upright while apes’ hands touched the ground when 
they walked – and they drew the ‘obvious’ conclusion that we clearly developed bipedality on our 
own. It was also tempting to suspect bipedality was linked to our other unique features: speech; 
nakedness; and especially tool use, and might have arisen fairly simultaneously with them “as we 
descended from the trees, split from the other apes and became human”.

What could be more natural? You need four limbs to climb, and chimps and gorillas live amongst 
trees; we on the other hand moved out of the forests, and we walk about on our hind legs...so we 
became bipedal because we left the forests. Straightforward; simple; no alternative need be 
considered.

Unfortunately though, most animals of the plains don’t walk around on their hind legs, but outsprint 
us on four, so ‘moving to the savannah’ doesn’t explain ‘bipedal’ at all – unless we needed our 
hands to carry tools... but then why would we sacrifice good locomotion before perfecting tool use? 
The “savannah hypothesis” failed completely to explain the little it attempted. However, many still 
bitterly resented any alternative, the principle one for many years being that temporary water 
adaptations (Morgan 1997; Verhaegen et al. 2002; Verhaegen et al. 2007; Statemaster Encyclopedia) 
had resulted in much of our peculiarity. The “Aquatic Ape Theory” is worth serious consideration, 
and we’ll return to it later, but we should at least note the sad but familiar unjustified and 
unscientific blind hatred it received (along with some justified criticism on certain points, but check 
the Elaine Morgan website for her responses to some of these, and google "The Naked Darwinist" 
for a free electronic copy of her book of that name.) As this is the case with so many novel insights, 
we should not therefore be too surprised that a more straightforward and immediate insight also 
took far too long to register with those interested in palaeoanthropology, salaried or otherwise.

Unlike most people interested in our ancestry, Aaron Filler, sometime evolutionary biologist from 
Harvard, is a spinal neurosurgeon. For decades his revolutionary evolutionary writings (e.g. Filler 
2007), throwing light on some very odd comparative features of the spines of humans and our 
closest relatives, had been studiously ignored by surprisingly many. Why those commenting on the 
field think they know more about the spine than Filler, to the extent that his views need never be 
mentioned, is hard to understand, but those views have been so poorly represented that he first came 
to the attention of someone as interested as myself only in 2007. (I did hear the sadly maligned 
Elaine Morgan, famous as the public face of the aquatic ideas but actually better known for other 
achievements, mention Aaron Filler, or rather slag him off, in her TED talk (TED-Morgan 2009), 
but it told me nothing useful.)

Filler (2007) made very detailed (and I need hardly stress, expert) comparisons of the spines of 
humans, apes, mammals and other animals, and concluded that the modern human spine is 
extremely similar to that of 20 million year old fossil ape Morotopithecus, and others like it, to the 
extent that we resemble Morotopithecus in spinal design not just more than we do chimps, but, 
tellingly, more than chimps do gorillas.

Anyone who simply ignores that claim by that expert cannot consider themself a scientist. It 
demands at least to be answered. Even tiny developments in knowledge and belief structures can 
cause the need for avalanches of change across an entire field, and Filler’s discovery, though not 
tiny, is of such a significance. Only those who treat knowledge structures as heaps of sandbags can 
mutter terms like “weight of evidence”, “weight of opinion”, “mature theory” and “general 
consensus”, and doggedly press on regardless, in the light of Filler (2007) etc. He has opened a door 
onto a theory space where possible explanations exist that must not be excluded from the contest.

He concluded that about the time we lost our tails some 20 million years ago, our ancestors, perhaps 
such as Morotopithecus, (and that would include chimp and gorilla ancestors), became bipedal. You 
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might think that if the old theory were right and we’d been on all-fours from 20mya and before, 
until we split from chimps (“about 8-5mya”), our ancestors’ fossil record during that time span 
would show it. It doesn’t. There are bipedal fossils. There are fragmentary fossils whose status, 
quadrupedal or bipedal, is unknown. There are also archaic quadrupedal types like Proconsul and its 
relatives that survived for a while after the arrival of bipedal types more similar to us. But there is 
also a massive gap of ten million years or so where the bipedal fossils are not accompanied by any 
clearly quadrupedal types on our lineage. (Morotopithecus was found between two strata 20.6m and 
14.3m years old (Crompton et al. 2008). Some say it might only be 15myo, but that wouldn’t affect 
the issues in this account.) (Filler assures us that those quadrupedal apes more recent than 
Morotopithecus were clearly not on our lineage, and though he’s probably right, it has to be said 
that getting lineages wrong has been the name of the game for much of palaeontology where one 
man’s “clearly not” is so often another man’s obvious reality. No-one seems to dispute this with 
Filler though.) I first met Proconsul when I was ten, and copied its picture from the booklet of the 
BBC schools’ programme “How Things Began” in Mrs. Reeks’ class. Ouch – Mrs. Reeks. Anyway, 
Proconsul had lost its tail but didn’t brachiate – i.e. swing from the trees gibbon-like just using its 
arms – judging by its shoulder structure (Crompton et al. 2008). As it apparently no longer needed 
the tail as a balancing aid, it presumably didn’t try to balance on very narrow wobbly branches, but 
hung from them using its feet and hands together. However it seems to have preferred to walk on 
the tops of more stable branches using the palms of its hands like monkeys, never its knuckles as 
chimps and gorillas do. Its species ranged from 11-75kgs and lived between 23 and 17mya though 
other proconsuloids survived later. For a list of its relatives and their ages, see Harrison (2010) 
though I don’t vouch for his phylogeny. For a great review of apes, apish-men, and their gaits and 
fossils see Crompton et al. (2008), which endorses a version of bipedal chimp/gorilla ancestry. (To 
access electronic versions of journals such as that one, register with an Open University course. Just 
don’t work for the OU!)

Filler highlights an important difference between the backs of chimps and gorillas. Since the semi-
horizontal version of the back found in chimps is supported by ligaments/tendons attached to the 
pelvis, but in gorillas it’s supported by an entirely different mechanism of interlocking vertebrae, 
there is every reason to believe the two slanting back stances evolved independently. Not only does 
the support mechanism differ between the two, it also differs from other animals’ with horizontal 
backs. The theory that modern humans have been upright for twenty million years, and chimps and 
gorillas (and the fist-walking orangutangs) are offshoots that regained the quadrupedal gait 
independently, explains all the evidence at least as well as, and usually much better than the old 
theory.

But some of us didn’t need Filler to tell us that because that’s what we already thought! In addition 
to evidence provided by Filler himself, there are other issues that demand explanation but are also 
accounted for by theories like his. The first is the extinction of the ape-men known as 
australopithecines. These were bipedal, “became extinct” just over a million years ago, and 
appeared in both slightly more heavily built “robust” and more “gracile” forms. The famous Taung 
child from South Africa, Australopithecus africanus (Dart 1925), whose brain was picked by an 
eagle about 2.5 million years ago (Berger 2006), was a gracile version. Its probable ancestor, the 
also gracile “Lucy”, Australopithecus afarensis, and a child of the species, “Lucy’s baby” who 
learned too late the danger of intermittent stream beds, lived about three and a quarter million years 
ago. (Raymond Dart’s name will always be remembered for the Taung write-up, but much of the 
rest of his anthropological corpus has not stood the test of time – indeed hadn’t been considered 
well-based scientifically even before the second world war. Apart from the usual claim that ‘his 
fossil’ was a vital stage in the human lineage, his Taung paper, which clashed with the fraudulent 
Piltdown man theory of the time, was reasonable, and was, unsurprisingly, rejected, except for its 
section on teeth (Derricourt 2010). Derricourt finishes his paper with a sentence I now don’t have to 
coin myself: “It shows how the influence of a powerful and charismatic personality can lead a 
disciple away from scientific approaches (Smith’s influence on Dart), or can lead later followers to 



adopt a less than critical response to the reality of their hero’s work.”)

Actually, the ‘sudden extinction’ of the australopithecine lines is not in itself particularly surprising 
until combined with the sudden appearance of chimp and gorilla fossils less than 1mya. There are 
claimed to be few if any chimp or gorilla fossils going back as far as the human/gorilla split 
somewhere between “about 8-10mya” (other than teeth, which as we’ve seen, aren’t very reliable, 
and really don’t say much about gait and posture). The earlier you place the splits the more puzzling 
the lack of chimp/gorilla fossils becomes. It becomes even more puzzling when it’s added to the 
absence of suitable quadrupedal fossils stretching from the split back to 15 or 20mya, as mentioned 
above, to include the human line over most of that time. This absence of potentially quadrupedal 
ancestors of humans/chimps/gorillas is ridiculous compared to the bipedal fossils that we do have. 
The palaeontology departments of the world ask you to believe that while our ancestors stayed 
quadrupedal but hidden, a number of bipedal apes did evolve and left several fossils but finally died 
out... right at the moment our line independently evolved bipedality from quadrupedal ancestors 
which had supposedly been invisible for most of 15 million years!

(Recently, New Scientist has been misled into pushing the human/chimp split back even earlier: to 
10mya. But orangutangs probably split away four times further back than chimps; this would mean 
orangs would have had to split away 40mya (though New Scientist only admits to 30mya) and the 
gibbon split would have needed to be even earlier... but the first tail-less apes only appeared 27mya! 
See the second half of one of my blog postings on this: Jackson (2013).)
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Workers prepared to believe in such an astonishing absence and imbalance of fossils have an 
obligation to explain how it happened. (As well as the eventual truth being complicated and 
disguised by parallelisms and reversals, it’s surely true that few if any investigators from Louis 
Leakey to the present day, go to Africa, find a relic, rush back to camp, and announce triumphantly 
“At last! The missing link in the evolution of... the gorilla!” It’s not surprising so many fossils are 
marked as our own ancestor since, as with dinobird fossils, people tend to see what’s in their 
minds... which of course is why gorilla and chimp ancestors were ‘never seen’.) It would be easy to 
design a statistical analysis showing that under the ‘orthodox’ theory, the evidence we find is so 
unlikely that the theory must be rejected. It is unacceptable scientific practice to ignore both the 
statistics, and the explanation-based nature of science.

Mark Verhaegen has been advocating the chimps-and-gorillas-from-australopithecines idea for 
decades (Verhaegen 1994), and therefore also the ‘upright chimp/gorilla ancestry’ idea (along with a 
version of the Aquatic Ape Theory (Verhaegen et al. 2002)). He’s not alone. He thinks chimps may 
have come from one of the robust australopithecine species, as well as gorillas from another. I’d 
imagined chimps coming from the gracile Aus. africanus, since it is seen, rightly or wrongly, as 
having become more arboreal over time, with its arms getting relatively longer, though as Hawks 
(2010a) points out in his blog, no Aus. africanus specimen yet has both arm and leg measurable. 
However, Australopithecus/Paranthropus robustus itself arrived rather late and could have arisen 
from Aus. africanus for example.

As we shall see below, yet more evidence beyond Filler’s now indicates humans and chimps were 
upright from before the split, validating Verhaegen’s view on that. (Presumably, since journals like 
The Journal of Human Evolution have persistently rejected Verhaegen’s papers, they will now 
apologise for their error and insult, start publishing his papers, and rejecting those of authors who 
pursued the erroneous theories. It would also make sense to sack the old editor and offer Mark the 
job – if he’d accept the pay cut.)

The idea of australopithecine ancestry for chimps has been advocated by John Gribbin and Jeremy 
Cherfas for some time (Gribbin and Cherfas 1983, 2002) and others (listed in Verhaegen 1994), but 
in their case inspired by evidence from a yet another area: the timing of the human-chimp split, 
based on how far the species’ proteins and DNA had drifted apart.



When Gribbin and Cherfas wrote their excellent 2002 book “The First Chimpanzee”, much of the 
molecular evidence was from proteins, which gave, they claimed, a human/chimp date of 4 million 
years. Frightening, if you also believed we became bipedal at the split, since so many bipeds 
preceded that date; but then, in scientific theorisation it’s important to realise that, as with transplant 
surgery, success can be eased by making two changes at the same time – transplant the lungs with 
the heart, or the liver with the kidneys – rather than just one of them. It didn’t frighten the late John 
Maddox, the imposing and very talented editor of Nature, who way back in 1996 (Brockman 1997) 
believed a date of 4.5mys. That was a very bold estimate; it will turn out to be commendably close; 
and it was made very, very early. It cannot also be said to have been brave since he knew all too 
well how poor much scientific opinion is, and didn’t care what it thought.

Too many people average out various estimates produced over say the last ten years when deciding 
values like split dates, and for many years, the old guess of 20mys had been averaged in with newer 
estimates. For that reason and the existence of pre-5myo-bipeds which people wanted after the 
chimp/human split, the split has tended to be estimated and quoted a fair bit earlier than 4mys. But 
the sound molecular dating papers actually suggest recency. Sometimes, with science just as with 
missile tracking, it’s much better to place a high weighting on the more recent indications. A 
palaeoanthropologist I mentioned above is John Hawks. Although he’s responded to some of my 
philosophical criticisms by lashing out at philosophy, he’s generally better informed in more areas 
than almost anyone else in his field. Over the years he started to home in on 5mys as an average 
conclusion from published molecular studies, and later, that figure as an absolute maximum, and 
finally 4.5-4mys as the best estimate (Hawks 2009). [Unfortunately, in 2012 he had a brain storm 
and flipped back to “10 million years”.] In (Hawks 2010c) he quotes Sarmiento (2010): “With a 
4.4-million-year geologic age [ref], Ard. ramidus probably predates the human and African ape 
divergence” and adds: “Sarmiento is correct. Over the past ten years, the human-chimpanzee 
divergence time has usually been put around 4 million years ago.” Resolving dates and other 
palaeontological issues from molecules (using DNA these days rather than protein) is a black art, 
and needs genuine understanding of several serious fields. Hawks has explained to his followers 
that a large population, or high variability within it before a split, can make the split seem earlier. 
He’s also explained why unusual similarity between human and chimp X chromosomes doesn’t 
necessarily mean species split, rejoined, and re-split later. There are many things here to be 
understood, not the least being that very few if any studies have actually even claimed that the split 
must be earlier than 4.5mys, if that.

(For my first response to the claim reported in New Scientist in December 2012 of a chimp/human 
split 10mya, Google: Hopeless Analysis of Human-Chimp Split By New Scientist .)

This chapter is for showing just how wrong influential scientists have been, and for how long, in the 
field of human evolution, just as they have with dog and dinobird. But of course here too we want 
to set everything straight and show the best picture, uncontaminated by BBC managers, biased 
journal editors and the wrong sort of professors and curators.

Human evolution is relatively straightforward once we get to Homo erectus, who was closely 
approaching our design below the neck. Known for ages from “Java man” and “Peking man”, the 
type eventually produced “Heidelberg man”, which at home in Africa soon spawned archaic modern 
man. The Heidelbergs who colonised Eurasia (perhaps sometimes via southern Arabia) developed 
perhaps more slowly (González-José et al. 2008), into the Neanderthals, who went west, and a bit 
later into the recently discovered but googlable Denisovans who seem to have gone east, but whose 
mitochondrial DNA reached Spain surprisingly early. Interestingly, almost all we have of the 
Denisovans is their genome! We have the tip of a girl’s little finger, and one or two other fragments 
from other individuals, found near Novosibirsk. Near New Guinea and Australia, you can have 6% 
Denisovan DNA, on top of your Neanderthal component. However, modern mainland asians have 
none. Did the Denisovans hold out in New Guinea, well known for being hard to invade due to its 
repeated steep mountain ranges? It’s the refuge of about one sixth of the world’s language diversity. 
During ice-ages though, New Guinea is connected to Australia. This would seem to apply between 



12,000–70,000 ago, and at, and possibly back to 110,000 years ago, and between 130,000–200,000 
years ago, so colonising New Guinea but never Australia, would seem odd... if indeed they didn’t 
get to Australia. (In some parts of the Americas, even modern humans seem to have invaded a new 
land area without causing immediate mass extinctions of the megafauna.) The Denisovans in 
Siberia (found about 750kms north by north-west of the point where Mongolia and Kazakhstan 
almost touch) might have enjoyed a chilly refuge there. Even though it’s only at the same latitude as 
central Britain, today the Denisova cave’s average annual temperature is 8 ºC lower at a pretty 
chilly 0 ºC, but in earlier times it and the vast areas to the north would have been worse, which, 
with the existing population, may have discouraged invasion.

A picture has now emerged of four or maybe many more waves moving ‘out of Africa plus mixing’ 
every time with, and then obscuring, whomsoever they met. The rich variation within the African 
gene pool may have contributed to its creativity. A myriad details of the processes, and name 
choosing, will continue to provide endless fun forever, as will the question of how long variations 
of H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis etc. managed to hang on in Eurasia after the arrival of modern 
man (surprisingly late, and surprisingly many). Some nations take great pride in claiming more H. 
erectus ancestry, while others resent the suggestion, but I’m sure we did mix with them – if they 
hadn’t gone when we arrived. I’m sure they had an early language, since even chimps have most or 
all of the conceptual machinery needed (google for Washoe and Kanzi on details of their ‘just-sub-
sentence’ signing abilities). I wouldn’t be surprised if they used fire – it gets cold near “Peking”. 
However, sophisticated bow-driven drills, which would lead repeatedly to the discovery of fire 
production, might have been beyond their portfolio, though that doesn’t mean they didn’t use fire. 
They must have made boats to cross the 19km to Flores in the East Indies, unless they swam it, 
which would be pretty significant in itself, or done whatever the rodents had already done to get to 
Australia. Not sure about ‘clothes’. If they’d met the Chinese dingos, they probably kept them as 
pets. One physical difference below the neck was that H. erectus’ spinal cord was thinner; it’s 
thought they might have had less subtle muscular control, perhaps especially for voice production.

Our branch of the line split from that leading to the Neanderthals maybe 300,000ya, but probably 
earlier – maybe much earlier, though we did remain able to interbreed. At school, I used to wonder 
how much Neanderthal each of my class mates had in them, but also whether it was a sensible 
question. Now I know some answers: ‘between 1%-4%’; ‘twice as much as me’; and ‘yes’ (Green et 
al. 2010, discussed in Hawks 2010b).

Things become very tricky when we try to work out what happened between three and two million 
years ago: how we got from an australopithecine ‘upright chimpanzee’ form widely considered to 
be “Lucy” (Australopithecus afarensis), to the earliest versions of H. erectus (sometimes called 
Homo ergaster, especially the African ones.)

(At this point it might be useful for readers tempted into other sources, to take with them some 
familiarity with the Pliocene epoch, which they are likely to encounter. It seems to me to span the 
uncertainty between the departure of the gorilla line and the arrival of erectus. After the Pliocene, 
uncertainty is diminished, and before it, it goes beyond mere ‘uncertainty’. For that reason it might 
be remembered as: ‘Problematic Lineages In Our Creation, Evolution, ‘N Everything’. As for exact 
timings, it starts about 5.3-5.4mya, and ends according to Wikipedia 2.588mya, according to a US 
government site 2.4mya, according to Berkeley 1.8mya, and according to Ann Gibbons’ chart (see 
below) nearly 1.9mya. It has an old alternative spelling, which resembles even more closely the 
Pleistocene epoch which comes after it. The Pleistocene ends at the end of the last ice age 11 or 12 
thousand years ago, when the Holocene starts... but then some people don’t even recognise the 
Holocene. Going backwards through the epochs as far as the dinosaurs, in the order we dig down 
through the rocks, their initial letters can be remembered by: High Performance Palaeontologists 
Must Overcome Elementary Prejudices. The importance of those last two is often underestimated. 
By the end of the Eocene 48% of the time since the dinosaurs had already gone.)

Back on the Pliocene/Pleistocene border, Homo habilis might or might not appear a bit late to be a 



handy bridging form between the australopithecines and H. erectus, and fossils ascribed in the past 
to habilis actually seem to come from more than one type. (Frankly, H. erectus might even have 
evolved in the Caucasus, between the Black and Caspian Seas; the early H. erectus types from 
Dmanisi east of the Black Sea look rather like “H. habilis” fossils: (Lordkipanidze et al. 2007; 
Gibbons 2007; Lieberman 2007).)

Confusingly, lots of different lineages at that time (nearly 2mya) seemed to be changing their teeth 
and jaws in parallel. A gracile australopithecine sediba, living alongside H. erectus, was developing 
human-like teeth; the faces and brain sizes didn’t seem to get more human together; and we can’t 
even decide what fossils go in what species. Even some of the robust, apparently largely 
herbivorous australopithecines might have used if not made stone tools, and these might turn out to 
have been chimp/gorilla ancestors.

The uncertainties in that part of the tree (just prior to H. erectus) are widely recognised. However, 
people seem to be much more confident, though I think wrongly, about the middle part of the tree 
that preceded it, comprised mainly of a sequence of three gracile australopithecines: from 4mya and 
just before, we know Australopithecus anamensis. From about 3.5-3mya we find “Lucy”: Aus. 
afarensis, since she hails from Afar, in the middle of northern Ethiopia (up towards the southern tip 
of Arabia). Finally, good old Aus. africanus appears just after 3mya, probably up till about 2mya. 
Even though these seem to form an evolutionary succession, and may have done, it’s by no means 
certain this was the whole picture, or even most of the important parts of it. The Laetoli footprints, 
not-quite-human but nonetheless suggesting comfortable long-range walking ability, appear 3.6mya, 
and were made by Lucy... unless of course it was one of at least two other types around at the time. 
One of them has been named Australopithecus bahrelghazali: a bit of more modern-looking front of 
jaw and some teeth, and found a long way west of the normal sites. The other one though, 
Kenyanthropus platyops, is very interesting. “[P]latyops” means flat faced, and its teeth were 
smallish, but like the gracile australopithecines, had thick enamel. A somewhat similar face appears 
later, from 2.5-2mya, belonging to Homo rudolfensis, or “Kenyanthropus” rudolfensis, as some 
recommend. The Kenyanthropus lineage could bridge the gap between 3.5-2mya nicely; rudolfensis 
esquire would plug nicely into the start of Homo, instead of the rather chimp-like Aus. africanus. 
This view of K. platyops is described in Leakey et al. (2001), the lead author being Meave G. 
Leakey, who married Louis Leakey’s son Richard. Co-authors include her daughter Louise N. 
Leakey (check Wikipedia for the Leakeys’ own family tree).

These two ‘tracks’, the australopithecine one going back as far as 4.2mya and originally believed to 
have been leading towards us, and the kenyanthropine one becoming recognised and going back to 
3.5mya, lead us back to the arrival of... Ardipithecus ramidus ramidus – the most exciting fossil in 
the field of human evolution since, well, arguably ever. (So good, indeed, they named it twice :-) .) 
This fossil actually answered a few questions. It’s particularly significant since it’s dated to 4.4mya, 
very close to the date “chumans” split into the ‘chimp’ and ‘human’ lineages. We must however 
regard it through two eyes. First, our viewpoint, where it sits right on the crossroads; but also the 
‘orthodox view’, where the split is timed at however early it needed to be to predate the ‘earliest 
significant upright fossils’ taken seriously as human ancestors. (We of course realise that the earliest 
upright fossil is Morotopithecus 15-20mya, its uprightness doesn’t mean chimps couldn’t have 
come from it, and the split was not 5-7mya for example but nearer 4.)

However, orthodoxy was presented, on or leading up to Friday 2nd October 2009, after a 15-year 
gestation, with this little personage discovered by Yohannes Haile-Selassie very near where Lucy 
had been found. The remains were terribly fragile so were inspected in detail after being scanned 
into the computer. Named “Ardi”, she (as it seems was the case) was not like chimps, nor 
australopithecines, nor even on some intermediate stage between them. She was instead, in her 
hands and feet, a bit of a cross between australopithecines and the monkeyish style of the earlier 
tail-less proconsuloid apes. She was also upright to an extent that might have been bravely denied 
with the earlier and more fragmentary Orrorin and Sahelanthropus. This meant that the hands and 
feet belonged to some kind of genuine ‘pre-chimp’ stage, but the upright posture appeared to belong 



to a conceptual ‘post-chimp stage’, meaning there was now no room left for a knuckle-walking pre-
chimp stage. 

Many people lost one or more of their palaeoanthropological religions that day. Few if any have 
been as swift or gracious in acknowledging it as they ought to have been, though some kind of 
acceptance of ‘something significant’ is generally admitted.

Even though Ardi was after the orthodox split date, her ancestry couldn’t have gone from ‘palms-
down monkey-walking’, to “knuckle-walking”, and then to Ardi’s state of ‘upright when on the 
ground with no sign of a knuckle-walking heritage but plenty of a palms-down heritage’.

This meant the stance and gait of Ardi were ideal for chimp ancestry, though maybe indirectly. In 
other words, chimps almost certainly had upright ancestry... but also, upright 
Orrorin/Sahelanthropus etc. need no longer be evidence of an early split (though of course most 
people lost their way before reaching that deduction).

Jubilee day, then for Aaron Filler, whose vindication of his daring prediction of decades before 
might have been loudly and publicly celebrated...? Er, no. The publishers of the ‘Ardi 11’ (papers in 
Science) found no space to mention him in any of them, and yes, they certainly did have a number 
of people enquiring about the astonishing omission. He was mentioned in an additional paper in 
another journal (McCollum et al. 2009), but not as being one of the first to predict upright chimp 
ancestry, though in Lovejoy & McCollum (2010) his contribution was further acknowledged. (The 
authors of the Ardi papers though, should be hailed themselves as advocates of novelty, despite also 
being well-established old campaigners. Lovejoy was often the lead author but White is the sharpest 
towards outside critics... but he doesn’t look rude – he looks a bit like Henry Fonda.)

When walking, Ardi (Ardipithecus ramidus ramidus) didn’t push off with its big toe, which stuck 
out sideways. But it’s feet weren’t as hand-like or as good at grasping inwards onto vertical trunks 
as chimps’ are. Ardi apparently wasn’t as good as the australopithecines at being a biped, but that 
doesn’t mean it ever used its hands when simply walking across the ground (though it presumably 
did on top of some branches). Ardi’s pelvis was between the chimp and australopithecine conditions 
(though rumblings over the pelvis are beginning to grow). Some people, e.g. Hawks, say from this 
that it wasn’t bipedal, but as with other things such as share price graphs, subatomic particles, etc., 
the closer you look at bipedality the more you realise things aren’t so simple. Ardi looks to me to 
have walked on the tops of branches utilising its hands (if higher branches weren’t available for 
them), but with its thumb and fingers on opposite sides of a branch as the earlier proconsuloid apes 
seemed to (unlike chimps who knuckle-walk). Ardi will also have hung from branches, using hands 
and feet together sometimes, as with the proconsuloids, but dangling by just the arms more often 
than them (but not as often as chimps). Because Ardi’s proper human-ish thumbs get in the way of 
extreme brachiation, she would not have approached the gibbons’ (and their bigger cousins the 
siamangs’) spectacular level of brachiation performance. She is said to have been a “careful 
climber”, more resembling the usual tempo of orangs than chimps. As with Morotopithecus, Filler’s 
lesson applies: that the spine was more deeply embedded within the back, which doesn’t help 
upright balance when hanging below a branch since that situation of stable equilibrium 
automatically tends to correct imbalance, while incidentally minimising the need for muscular 
straightening of the spine. It is only of use when standing or walking without using the hands. For 
that reason Ardi must have stood upright often. She wouldn’t have moved as fast through the trees 
as gibbons or even chimps, and she wouldn’t have been any kind of fast on the ground – certainly 
not on two feet. (Chimps are generally considered to sprint faster than humans on the ground but 
they sacrifice long distance walking performance and carrying.) Perhaps this is the reason why the 
Lovejoy et al. (2009) papers report Ardi fossils as never having been found away from the safety of 
ancient tree-rich areas. (Clearly with Ardi, the ground under trees didn’t always dissolve the bones 
as they tended to do with dinobird gliders, and it is hoped by some it did for chimp and gorilla 
fossils.)

That massively-trailed BBC Horizon blockbuster entitled “Most people wrong about human-chimp 



ancestry but Filler, Gribbin and Cherfas, and in some ways Verhaegen right all along” – don’t say 
you missed it? So did I. Never mind – I did catch the similar one about the sort of lemur that ended 
up not being on the human line after all. There is though a massive as-yet-unpopularised story here, 
about how the smart money (unlike the reverse: the ‘trams’, thinking along old fixed lines), 
predicted upright chimp ancestors, and upheld the chimp/human split of close to 4.5mys – now 
vindicated, bar the shouting, on both crucial issues. 

The final clinching of australopithecine ancestry of chimps and gorillas to convince even the totally 
stubborn will surely come within some of our lifetimes; the verdicts on possible aquatic influence 
will be much slower to arrive. We must not however shirk the obligations of our ‘wise man’s 
burden’ by resorting to the old lie “We need more fossils”. We don’t actually ‘need’ the questions 
answered of course, it’s only the requirements for finding the answers that might introduce a need, 
and we never need to have the answer close at hand to study a question. We have after all spurned 
more important world issues to study our little puzzles so it’s only right we should jolly well make 
an effort to find a solution! In any case, it often isn’t true that we need more fossils to get a 
reasonably reliable answer; with dogs as with dinobirds we just needed what fossils and other 
evidence we had in 2000 (or considerably earlier). Why not therefore try and stick the 
chimp/gorilla/water tails on the ape-man donkey now.

Gorillas split off 25% earlier than chimps, the average of molecular timings seems to suggest. 
Assuming 4.5 for chimps places Ardi herself – Ardipithecus ramidus ramidus – very close to the 
split point. Australopithecus anamensis arrives just 0.2my after it, but it isn’t until a full million 
years after a 4.5mya split point that a candidate for the other half is found: Kenyanthropus platyops, 
leading perhaps to K/H. rudolfensis at 2.5mya. The rudolfensis skull KNM-ER 1470 is 1.9myo, and 
rudolfensis seems to be the earliest well-evidenced type on our lineage with an average brain size 
broaching the 600cc threshold (Hawks 2010a). The first worked stone tools we’re certain of are 
found at 2.6mya, and Semaw et al. (2003) strongly suggest it was a serious business by then. (Louis 
Leakey plumped for the 600cc brain threshold as being the mark of a man, though some habilis 
examples go down towards 500cc. KNM-ER 1470, found like K. platyops near lake Turkana, is 
actually above its average, at 700cc or more, which was Leakey’s original criterion.)

At the late end then, a believable progression from rudolfensis to ergaster/erectus is feasible, with 
perhaps a convincing intermediate slotted in, but probably not habilis anymore. (This isn’t seriously 
clouded by the late gracile australopithecine Australopithecus sediba, at about 1.9my but with a 
small brain, though seeming also to be heading Homo-wards at least in teeth and jaw design.) 
Changes in vegetation or other diet may have caused parallel evolution, but two other things may 
have been crossing our wires here. First, and I’d guess least likely, there may have been 
interbreeding between rather distinct forms. Much more likely though is parallel development of 
tools, aided by constant copying between species. The first brave bipeds to stray from the trees, late 
ardipithecines as they became australopithecines, would have been terribly vulnerable out in the 
open, and must have resorted to sticks, stones etc. on occasion. Even today, chimps can throw 
things, though they’re not awfully good at it now. They also use and make tools, and if they had 
better thumbs and fingertips they would be able to bash at least one chunk off a stone to make an 
edge quite easily. Kanzi, a sign-language bonobo, was shown (Citizendium/bonobo/tools and ref.s 
therein) how to use stone flakes to cut open fruit boxes, and how to make the flakes by holding a 
stone in each hand and bashing them together. He however successfully chose to do it by throwing 
single stones onto stoney ground. When taken somewhere with earth on the ground he did it by 
holding one stone in his feet, and hitting it with the other. It’s reasonable to assume from this that all 
chimp lineages after the split inherited basic tool capability, enhanced by repeatedly copying our 
lineage, as well as their own parallel development of it. It seems then that the late australopithecine 
red herrings ‘competing’ with the kenyanthropines to convince us they led to humans, might only be 
red herrings. (I find ‘australopith’ is an anagram of ‘path to us liar’ :-) .)

Some spend time deciding at what point we became ‘real humans’. I wouldn’t normally, except for 
a little trivial recreation, but if you were to choose as a criterion a certain genetic change that may 



have made our jaw muscles smaller, it might become useful as a genuine guide.

The main power to our lower jaws comes from two muscles on each side. One goes up to the cheek 
bone, a bridge of bone going back from under the eye to in front of the ear. The muscle below it 
goes under this bone bridge and up the side of the head, where in many non-human species it 
continues right up to the top and is separated from the muscle on the other side by a bony ridge 
running fore and aft, called the parietal or sagittal crest. That muscle is why cats and dogs have that 
soft friendly feel to the tops of their heads, which contributes of course to their more bloodthirsty 
activities. Some robust australopithecines had the parietal crest, as do gorillas.

Stedman et al. (2004) suggest the genetic change eliminating a particularly fast muscle fibre type 
only found in jaw muscles contributed to a considerable shrinkage in their size, easing an expansion 
of the human cranium and brain. Other animals including chimps and most primates retain the 
ancient super-fast muscle type which makes jaw closing snappier, but habitual plant chewers such 
as rodents and ungulates replace it with more energy efficient types of muscle fibre. Absence of the 
fast fibre type would indeed be a very useful criterion for deciding lineages leading to humans, but 
although we can get useful chemical information from bones, judging the existence or not of these 
muscle fibres in fossil species is presumably a skill yet to be developed. Definitely a nice trick if 
you could do it though.

McCollum et al. (2006) (which includes Lovejoy) argue however that the date may be unreliable, 
and also that losing this muscle fibre type might not have been the decisive influence on size of jaw 
muscle and brain. Stedman et al. (2004) also made the assumption of a split date of 6-7mya for 
chimps and humans, which is a further source of error to be added to any criticisms by McCollum et 
al. that may be valid. Maybe our “apical tufts” on the fingertip bones, suggesting pressure on the 
fingertips at 45º and said to be for tool use, would be a useful diagnostic, but don’t be surprised if 
some lineages had them after the split from our lineage or even developed them independently.

Looking for a place on the chart where a “chuman” species might lurk, and then split (with an 
available gorilla split 25% earlier), we find Australopithecus anamensis starting a bit before 4mya, 
followed as we’ve mentioned by Australopithecus afarensis, and joined half a million years later by 
Kenyanthropus platyops. A time 25% earlier than 4.2mya brings us to somewhere between 5-6mya, 
when remains of Ardipithecus ramidus kadaba, presumably Ardi’s ancestor, are found.

Taking the first australopithecine, anamensis, as the last chuman (Ardipithecus ramidus ramidus 
would have been the other, earlier, ‘ancestor of chimps and humans but not gorillas’), after or 
during which our split into the chimp and hominid lines occurred, would imply chimps adopted the 
more human australopithecine foot before progressing to their present state. This takes bipedality a 
bit further than the imperfect Ardi-style; however, we are already accepting chimps from 
australopithecines, aren’t we :-) .

Taking Ardipithecus ramidus kadaba as housing the gorilla split point means gorillas never went 
through the australopithecine stage with its enhanced bipedality... unless gorillas’ ancestors evolved 
something similar themselves. (...Though we must now be getting used to parallelism between 
chimps and gorillas as the rule rather than the exception!) But not to this extent, it seems, since the 
Ardipithecus-like “Burtele foot” was recently reported (Haile-Selassie et al. 2012) dating to 3.4mya 
– a quarter of a million years after the Laetoli human-ish footprints, and 1mys after Ardi herself. 
While all theories must predict at least fairly tree-suitable feet for gorillas at this time, my 
prediction a few sentences above, written years before the Burtele foot was reported, implies 
specifically Ardi-type feet for the gorilla lineage at that time period, three-quarters of a million 
years prior to Aus. aethiopicus. My blog posting on the Burtele foot: (Jackson 2012).

It’s worth mentioning at this point that Verhaegen thinks gorillas sprang from a robust 
“australopithecine” lineage aethiopicus -> boisei which embody certain similarities. The chart 
accompanying Ann Gibbons’ “A New Kind of Ancestor: Ardipithecus Unveiled” on pp36-40 of the 
Ardi edition of Science, has aethiopicus seemingly positioned to blend into boisei. I suppose this 

http://sciencepolice2010.wordpress.com/2012/06/22/foot-scientists-not-3-4myo-foot-shocking/


means Lovejoy et al. are happy with that idea. It’s interesting to note that the gracile 
australopithecines are first found more than 1.5mys before the first robust ones; the chart also shows 
the third robust form robustus continuing on from Australopithecus africanus, though with a slight 
gap (we don’t find all the fossils, after all!). This arrangement too gets Verhaegen’s (1994) blessing, 
based on sinuses, nasal apertures etc. What’s more, the Gibbons chart (what?!) puts all the 
australopithecines into a box of their own, and this includes the robusts (which they don’t call 
Paranthropus), and they put all the Homos into their own box, starting with habilis but with 
rudolfensis perhaps in Homo and perhaps in Australopithecus. No Kenyanthropus status for 
rudolfensis then, but they do put platyops on its own, positioned to lead to Homo if desired.

Very interesting if Lovejoy et al. might be open-minded to that kind of view. I like it; Verhaegen 
likes it; it just means aethiopicus and boisei have a bit of a long ghost lineage – nearly 3mys – back 
to Ardipithecus ramidus kadaba. (Merely going back to an australopithecine for the gorilla split 
really would mess with the molecular datings.) Surely gorillas must be used to having long ghost 
ranges by now though, and we have after all slashed theirs and eliminated the chimps’. If chimps in 
the form of boisei were still upright 1.3mya, what of the split time between common chimps and 
bonobos? Careful interpretation of recent molecular analyses does actually suggest a chimp/bonobo 
split date later than 1mya. Hey (2010) suggests a bit under 1mya, but those calculations assume a 
human/chimp split time of 6mya. Wegmann et al. (2010) quote 1.6mya but assume 7mya. Scaling 6 
and 7 down to 4, and then scaling 1 and 1.6 down by the same factors would mean the two studies 
combined would give an average decidedly less than 1mya for the chimp/bonobo split, if the human 
chimp/split were about 4mya.

What then of other major milestones, and how might aquatic possibilities fit in?

When people use aquatic explanations, it’s mainly to account for differences between chimps and 
humans. If they are also to be used to explain bipedality in the first place, two episodes of aquatic 
influence would be needed, 15-20-ish and then 4-ish millions of years ago. But I don’t think the 
bipedalism in the ancestry of most or all current ape lineages agrees with the modest aquatic 
importance for apes today. Does the theory help now with nakedness, language and tool use? 
Nakedness is perhaps well accounted for by our adaptations for long-distance jogging (Bramble & 
Lieberman 2004), which is assisted by sweating (though implying frequent access to water), and 
seems to have led to H. erectus. Language – human language anyway – requires symbolic thought, 
a power lent by a special kind of flexibility. This flexibility of thought would seem to interlace with 
a lifestyle of tool use and manufacture. Hominid tool use in turn can be put down to work being 
found, not for hands still busy with walking on all fours as the savannah hypothesis had it, but for 
idle hands, combined with an originally largish brain (which I can’t account for). Weaponry 
consisting of unfashioned sticks, stones and bones should be taken as a default assumption from at 
least 4mya to the time of the first known stone tools at 2.6mya. Surviving often away from the trees 
would also have needed digging-sticks for roots. Brain growth followed a smooth albeit exponential 
curve over the last 2.5mys; an environmental episode didn’t produce a discrete jump, though it may 
well have triggered the start of faster growth, and from a point earlier than 2.5mya. (John Hawks 
has drawn our attention to most or all of the brain increase seen in H. erectus perhaps resulting 
simply from larger body size rather than greater encephalisation.) Access to special brain fats from 
more water animals in the diet needn’t have caused a step-increase in brain size, to have facilitated a 
steady rise.



According to our view here, the chuman that split will have been the first australopithecine: 
anamensis. It was first found by lake Turkana in Kenya; “anam” means lake in the local language. 
Another population of anamensis was found further north in the Awash area of Ethiopia (White et 
al. 2006). Those remains might not have been so closely associated with lake or river. This is a 
possible scenario (but of course other geographical places were possible!) where only one out of a 
number of lineages intensified a perhaps original tendency to lake or riverside environs, and 
profited from it in the long run. Many protohuman lineages other than ours will surely have left 
their traces, many as yet undiscovered of course, alongside lake Turkana and other waters, but it 
would be odd if we’d lived by rivers and lakes for two million years without being influenced by 
that environment in any way. The question must therefore be: ‘what adaptations?’, rather than ‘were 
there any?’. The important thing though is that there is room, at some time between 2-4.5mya, for 
an aquatic influence (Black Sea, anybody?), and one that might have made the difference between 
two lineages. One or more lineages led to sometimes tool-using upright apes whose brains didn’t 
grow, who never acquired language and who stayed non-human. I’d discount the idea of chimps 



having lost language in their past, since nothing could compensate for the loss of such a huge 
benefit. Lucy showed no sign of linguistic anatomy. I’ve already mentioned the distinct possibility 
of the chimp lineage enhancing their tool culture by copying our lineage’s behaviour. I see no 
objection to rudimentary language having started at or even somewhat prior to habilis or 
rudolfensis. The idea of language having arisen about 50k years ago, frequently mentioned in the 
media, is complete nonsense, since human population groups today include at least one which split 
away about 130k years ago. There is no reason to suppose that any significant linguistic ability has 
evolved since our original split with the Neanderthals. (The latest fossils of the S. E. Asian “Hobbit” 
now called Homo floriensis, are thousands of years old, but there are traditions of forest men who 
“twittered like birds”. If these tales do result from overlap in the last 10,000 years – and I’m 
wishing rather than believing – then perhaps it is evidence for language, but who knows, though I 
don’t doubt habilis or later, as I see floriensis, could talk.) We cannot yet rule out the future 
discovery of especially convincing evidence linking aquatic adaptations to, for example, language 
development, and/or other characteristics; nor of Kenyanthropus for example being thought of as a 
more water-influenced lineage.

Since this chapter was mainly for demonstrating the benefits of cogniscient palaeontology whose 
principles are encoded in the sciencepolice rules gathered from a myriad sources elsewhere, and to 
point out the dangers of transgressing those guidelines, there’s no harm in shining sunlight into a 
final nest of foetid negativity: The Curse of the Umbrella Theory Accusation.

The term Umbrella Hypotheses had been invented by Langdon in 1997 (no need to read it) for 
criticising theories that try to explain a lot. One example he didn’t give was the whole of bird 
evolution largely being influenced by the requirements for flight. This is a powerful and valid 
umbrella theory espoused by most people except apparently quite a few dinobird palaeontologists. 
Another promising ‘umbrella theory’ we’re right to investigate and entertain until untenable, is the 
possibility of aquatic influence on human evolution, and it was on this that Langdon concentrated.

Unfortunately for his idea, not only is it the very task of science to find theories that give 
explanations, and the more the better, but any worthwhile academic would know this, so that while 
attacking a central plank of science they should at least acknowledge they were doing it! Langdon 
compromised himself by appearing not to notice his dodginess. But twice... because in addition to 
waking up one morning and implying Popper’s definition of science was a sign of pseudo-science 
(but without mentioning Popper!), he also scorned those who attempted those big explanations he 
terms Umbrella Hypotheses, as usually being without qualifications in the field concerned. He’s 
doing philosophy of science here – but he doesn’t have a qualification in the subject himself!... so 
he’s committing the elementary error made by so many first-time philosophers, of self 
contradiction. You don’t normally need a qualification of course – what matters is whether your 
arguments are sound – but his own empty hinterland was highlighted when he chose to abandon 
judging others by their arguments in favour of the reverse.

—-~+~-—

This outline has provided evolutionary episodes to explain the evidence on human evolution, while 
avoiding the embarrassing errors strewn around current orthodoxy, thereby demonstrating that the 
job can be done properly, and differently. Watch how future futures reward a bold but strictly 
scientific approach, just as past futures have done.
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